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III/IV B.Tech. (Supple) DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, DECEMBER-2018
Second Semester

EC/EE
MICROPROCESSORS AND MICROCONTROLLERS

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:70

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 14X1=14 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X14=56 M

1. Answer the following

a) Write the flag register of 8086

b) What are the types of interrupts available on 8051

c) Write the differences between MOVX and MOVC instruction.

d) What is the use of 8251 chip?

e) What is the pipeline?

f) What is DMA?

g) How band rate is obtained in 8051?

h) Explain the bit set reset operation of 8255

i) Write the differences between machine language and assembly language

j) List out the features of A/D and D/A converter

k) Explain what is memory mapped I/O

l) What is the need of DAC?

m) Write the difference between 16bit and 32 bit processor.

n) What is maskable and non maskable interrupts.

UNIT-I
2. a) Explain the following instructions

i)  AAA ii)  DAA iii)  XLAT iv)  ADC

b) Explain the architecture of 8086 processors with the help of neat diagram.

(OR)
3. a) Explain various assembler directives used in 8086.

P.T.O
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b) Give the addressing mode for the following Instructions

i) ADD DX, [BX] [DI] ii) MOV CX, [2000H]

iii) JMP [BX] iv) SUB DX, 05 [BX] [SI]

UNIT-II

4. a) What is macro’s? How macro’s are used in 8086 with examples.

b) Write an assembly language program to find average of N numbers.

(OR)

5. a) Write an assembly language program to find sum of N given numbers.

b) Explain the Interrupt types of 8086.

UNIT-III

6. a) Draw the architecture of 8251 USART and explain the function of each block.

b) Explain the principle of operation of DAC.

(OR)

7. a) Interface DAC with 8086 and write a program to generate Square wave. The CPU

runs at 5MHz clock frequency.

b) What is the need for DMA? Explain different modes of data transfer of DMA.

UNIT-IV

8. a) Explain the different types of interrupts & their priorities in 8051.

b) List out Write the addressing modes in 8051 microcontrollers with examples.

(OR)

9. a) Define the following SFR’s in 8051 Microcontroller

i)  PSW ii)  PCON iii)  IP iv)  TCON

b) Draw the pin diagram of 8051 and explain each pin.
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Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 12X1=12 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X12=48 M

1. Answer the following

a) Write the differences between MOVX and MOVC instruction

b) What is DMA?

c) List out the use of XLAT instruction in 8086

d) What is machine cycle?

e) Write the alternative function of port 3 in 8051

f) Write the flag register of 8086

g) Explain the bit set reset operation of 8255

h) What is maskable and  non maskable interrupts

i) Write RS232 standard

j) How band rate is obtained in 8051

k) What are the types of interrupts available on 8051

l) What is the need of DAC?

UNIT-I
2. a) Explain the architecture of 8086 processors with the help of neat diagram.

b) Give the addressing mode for the following Instructions.

i) ADD DX, [BX] [DI] ii) JMP [BX]

iii) MOV CX, [2000H] iv) SUB DX, 05 [BX] [SI]

(OR)
3. a) Explain various assembler directives used in 8086

b) Explain the following instructions

i)   AAA ii)  DAA iii)  XLAT iv)  ADC

P.T.O
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UNIT-II

4. a) What is macro’s? How macro’s are used in 8086 with examples.

b) Write an assembly language program to find average of N numbers.

(OR)

5. a) Write an assembly language program to find sum of N given numbers.

b) Explain the Interrupt types of 8086.

UNIT-III

6. a) Write the different types of DAC’s and explain it.

b) Interface DAC with 8086 and write a program to generate triangular wave. The

CPU runs at 5MHz clock frequency.

(OR)

7. a) Explain the various modes operation of 8255 with command word format and

timing diagram.

b) What is the need for DMA? Explain different modes data transfer of DMA.

UNIT-IV

8. a) Explain the internal architecture of 8051 with the help of a neat block diagram.

b) Explain various the addressing modes in 8051 microcontrollers with examples.

(OR)

9. a) Distinguish between microprocessor and microcontroller.

b) Define the following SFR’s in 8051 Microcontroller

i)  PSW ii)  PCON iii) IP iv) TCON
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Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 12X1=12 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X12=48 M

1. Answer the following

a) Write any two uses of DACs.

b) Write RS232 standard.

c) Difference between 8086 and 8088

d) What is maskable and non maskable interrupts.

e) List out the use of XLAT instruction in 8086

f) Write the flag register of 8086

g) What are the types of interrupts available on 8051?

h) Explain the bit set reset operation of 8255

i) List out the features of A/D and D/A converter.

j) Explain what is memory mapped I/O

k) Write the differences between MOVX and MOVC instruction.

l) Write the difference between 16 bit and 32 bit processor.

UNIT-I

2. a) Give the addressing modes and description of the following instruction

i)   MOV AL, [BX] [SI]  ii)  MOV BL, 50 H [DI] iii)  ADD BX, [SI]

iv) MUL [BX] with AX=1000 H, BX=2000H, SI=0500 H, DI=0050H.

b) Explain the following assembler directives of 8086 microprocessors.

i) EVEN ii)  EQE iii)  DT iv)  ENDS

P.T.O
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3. a) Explain the following instructions

i)  AAS ii)  DAS iii)  JO iv)  RET

b) Explain the architecture of 8086 processors with the help of neat diagram.

UNIT-II

4. a) Explain various assembly language program development tools.

b) Write the difference between procedures and macros.

(OR)

5. a) Draw and discuss the read and write cycle timing diagrams of 8086 in minimum

mode.

b) Explain how do you address memory and I/O ports in 8086 based microcomputer

systems.

UNIT-III

6. a) Draw the architecture of 8251 USART and explain the function of each block.

b) Explain the principle of operation of DAC.

(OR)

7. a) Write a short note on RS232 communication standard.

b) Explain the various modes operation of 8255 with command word format and

timing diagram.

UNIT-IV

8. a) Explain the RAM organization of 8051.

b) Explain the different types of interrupts & their priorities in 8051.

(OR)

9. a) Define the following SFR’s in 8051 Microcontroller.

i)  PSW ii)  PCON iii)  IP iv) TCON

b) Draw the pin diagram of 8051 and explain each pin.
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1. Answer the following

a) Difference between 8086 and 8088.

b) What is maskable and non maskable interrupts

c) Write the flag register of 8086

d) Write any two uses of DACs

e) How band rate is obtained in 8051?

f) Write the alternative function of port 3 in 8051

g) What is the need for coprocessor?

h) Write the differences between MOVX and MOVC instruction

i) Write the differences between machine language and assembly language.

j) Write RS232 standard

k) What is machine cycle?

l) List out difference between over flow and carry.

m) What are the types of interrupts available in 8051?

n) List out the use of XLAT instruction in 8086.

UNIT-I

2. a) Explain the following instructions

i)  TEST ii)  DEC iii)  JNZ iv)  CALL

b) Explain various addressing modes of 8086.

(OR)

3. a) Explain the memory segmentation of 8086. P.T.O
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b) Explain the architecture of 8086 processors with the help of neat diagram.

UNIT-II

4. a) Explain the Interrupt vector table of 8086.

b) Write an assembly language program to sort given N numbers.

(OR)

5. a) Explain Minimum mode operation of 8086 by listing the advantages of the same.

b) Write an assembly language program to subtract two 16 bit hexa decimal numbers

in 8086.

UNIT-III

6. a) Draw and explain the diagram for the cascading of the 8259’s for the expansion of

interrupts. Mention the advantages of the same.

b) Interface DAC with 8086 and write a program to generate triangular wave. The

CPU runs at 5 MHz clock frequency.

(OR)

7. a) What is the need for DMA? Explain different modes of data transfer of DMA.

b) Interface DAC with 8086 and write a program to generate saw tooth wave. The

CPU  runs at 5 MHz clock frequency.

UNIT-IV

8. a) Explain the internal architecture of 8051 with the help of a neat block diagram.

b) Explain the operation of Input/Output ports of 8051.

(OR)

9. a) Distinguish between microprocessor and microcontroller.

b) Explain the memory organization of 8051.
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